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Introduction

Introduction

Thank you very much for purchasing our RONDCOM TOUCH.

to seek preciseness, and diligently produced by our skilled technicians at the modern production facilities. Since the product demon-
strates excellent performance as a result of passing various strict tests, a user can use the product safely.
This guide intelligibly explains how to handle and maintain the machine safely for the user. Please read and understand carefully before 
using the machine.

About RONDCOM TOUCH

This machine is a table-rotating type, small size roundness measuring machine. The machine contains "Measurement Unit" for performing mea-
surement and a Tablet PC (OS: Windows) installed with an Integrated Measurement Analysis software "ACCTee." The measuring machine is con-
nected to the Tablet PC through a cable or a Bluetooth.
"ACCTee" is an integrated measurement and analysis software by which a user can intuitively perform a series of operation including measure-
ment, analysis, and printout of the result on a document, and can connectedly store and manage all the data and information.

* Drawing(s) on this document might differ from the actual due to improvement of the product.
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For correct and safety use

In order to use the machine correctly and safely, don't forget to read this guide before using the machine.
Please keep this guide handy so as to clarify any uncertainty with the machine at anytime.
In this guide, the following sings are used for notifying risky operation and handling, in order to prevent harms on customers and 
others, and damages to the properties beforehand.

Warning If you ignore this sign and handle it incorrectly, there is a possibility of 
human death, serious injury, or wound.

Notes If you ignore this sign and handle it incorrectly, there is a possibility of 
property damages.

Warning

-
cated.
If you plug it in an incorrect socket, there is a possibility of electric 

Since a dangerous electric current is flowing in the AC adaptor, 

-
cals.

be exposed to water, oil, and chemicals. There is a possibility of 

machine.

If you use the other product, there is a possibility of electric shock 

There is a possibility of electric shock.
-

pact, vibration, and the like.
There is a possibility of malfunction and may lead to electric shock 

that the power of the machine is turned off.
There is a possibility of electric shock.

Notes

machine within this temperature zone.

mild detergent, squeeze the cloth well, and lightly wipe off the 
dirt. Do not use organic solvent or alcohol.

space.

the machine or do not yourself get on the machine.

damages.

the cable by the leg.

as ballpoint pen for operating the machine.

Content of the instruction manual

-
tion, alignment, technical information, etc.

-
ware, etc.

-
tion procedures. For further utilizing the machine, read the HELP.
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Introduction

 Measuring machine  Detector holder  Detector  Probe

 Block gauge  AC adaptor 
(for measuring machine)

 Power cable 
(for measuring machine)

 USB cable
* This product may not be 

included depending on the 
condition at the purchase.






 



















 Tablet PC  AC adaptor
(for Tablet PC)

 Start Guide
(this manual)

 RONDCOM TOUCH Instruc-
tion Manual (Hardware)

 RONDCOM TOUCH Instruction 
Manual (Installation)

 Inspection report
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Names and functions of each part

Measuring machine

fastening knob

knob

button

indication lamp

knob
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Names and functions of each part

part
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Number Name Explanation

Detector holder A holder for attaching the detector.

A knob for moving the detector in the Z-axis direction.

Detector holder fastening 
knob

A knob for tilting (adjusting tilt) and leveling for an object to be measured placed on the rotating 
table.

A knob for moving the detector in the X-axis direction.

Emergency stop button A button for stopping the operation of the measuring machine. The button is pressed when the user 
senses a danger or an occurrence of abnormality on the machine.

Emergency stop cancel 
button This button is pressed for cancelling the emergency stop sate.

Detector output level meter A meter for indicating the output level of the detector.

Range switch button A button for switching the output level of the detector.

Communication indication 
lamp The lamp turns in blue when the communication is available.

Power indication lamp The lamp turns in green when the power is on.

A knob for performing a centering for an object to be measured placed on the rotating table.

Rotating table A rotating table on which an object to be measured is placed.

Probe The probe is attached to the detector.

Front travel knob A knob for adjusting the amount of protrusion of the detector.

Detector A detector for detecting a displacement of an object to be measured.

Detector fastening knob A knob fastened on the detector holder.

Pressure gauge A gauge for indicating the pressure of the supplied air.

Power switch The switch turns on or off the power of the measuring machine.

Power cable connection 
part A part for connecting a power cable.

A part for connecting a USB cable.

Air in-and-out cock

Air-tube connection part A part for connecting the air-tube.

Item Contents

Maximum measurable diameter 150 mm

Maximum diameter of load to be measured 240 mm

Rotation speed 6/min

Centering adjustment range ±2 mm (Range of adjustment for X and Y axis directions)

Titling adjustment range ±1° (Range of adjustment for X and Y axis directions)

Payload 15 kg

Vertical stroke on Z axis 160 mm

Horizontal stroke on X axis ±80 mm

Wireless communication

Standards Bluetooth Ver. 2.1 + EDR compliant, class 2

Communications range Line-of-sight difference approx. 10 m

Wired communication

Standards USB 2.0
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Names and functions of each part

Tablet PC

Main items displayed on the screen

button

button

initialization button
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Number Name Explanation Related page

Title bar
-

ment is edited, "*" is added to the head of the title. When the document is 
saved, "*" disappears.

–

A measurement is started. 31

A document is printed. 36

This is used for setting an object to be measured (centering/leveling/tilting). 20. 23. 26

The detector is calibrated. 17

It displays the function and detailed usage of the [ACCTee] software. –

"ACCTee" is terminated. –

A new document is created. 15

A document is opened. 15

Whole page is displayed. –

An operation on the analysis screen performed immediately before is cancelled. –

The operation on the analysis screen cancelled immediately before by the 
"Back" function is re-done. –

The previous page is displayed. –

The next page is displayed. –

Two or more documents are switched and displayed. The name of the docu-
ment currently displayed is displayed in the title bar. 15

- The drawing condition set with this machine is returned to the initialization state. –

14

Page area An area for displaying a "frame" of analysis results and elements such as 
shape, curve, graph, parameter, and so on. –

Side tab The side tab includes: "Layout" tab; "Menu" tab; "Data Pool" tab; and "Smart 
Tool" tab. Various functions can be called up from the side tab. 40

Touch panel operation

Touch the screen for a short time.
Use this for the following operations.

Touch the screen for a few seconds, and leave 
away from the screen.
Use this for the following operations.

Use this for the following operations.

Pinching in and pinching out

Use this for the following operations.
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Installation

Installation

1 Unpacking and installation of measuring machine

2 Connecting the air-tube and supplying air

3 Removing transportation jigs

4 Attaching detector holder

5 Attaching the detector

6 Attaching the probe

7 Unpacking and installation of the Tablet PC

8 Connecting the measuring machine and the Tablet PC via USB
* It shall be executed when wire connected only.

9 Connecting the measuring machine and the Tablet PC for power supply

10 Turning on the measuring machine power

11 Turning on the Tablet PC power
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1 Use a spanner and a wrench to remove the M6 nut (4 
-

M5 bolt (1 piece)

M6 nut
(2 pieces)

M6 nut (2 pieces)

Transpor-
tation jig

2

Shafts (4 pieces)

Attaching detector holder

1 Connect the Air tube with the Air tube connection and 
open the Air ON/OFF cock.

Detector holder

Detector holder 
fastening knob

Installation

The installation procedure of this machine is shown as follows.

Do not rotate the rotary table until you supply the air to the 
Measuring system. Rotating it without supplying the air would 
break micro parts inside the system.
Note also to install the Measuring system on a leveled place.

Install on a place with a levelness of 0.05 mm/m or less.

Unpacking and installation of measuring machine

1  Unpack the measuring machine from the package, 
and install the machine.

Handle

Hold the handle of the transportation jig and unpack the ma-
chine.

Connecting the air-tube and supplying air

1 Connect the air-tube to the air-tube connection part.

Air in-and-out cock
Air-tube connection part

Air-tube

Cut off the Air source supply to connect the Air tube.
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Attaching the detector

1 Removing the detector hold cover.

Detector holder 
cover

2 Attach the detector to the detector holder, and tighten 
the detector fastening knob into place.

Pass the detector cable through the hole in the detector holder.

Detector cable

Detector
Detector fastening knob

Hole
Detector holder

3 Connect the detector cable to the connector behind 
the fastened part of the detector holder.

Detector cable

Connector

4 Align the detector cable along the top of the detector 
holder, and attach the detector holder cover.
Detector holder cable Detector holder cover

Detector holder

Attaching the probe

1 Attach the probe to the detector.
Use the Hexagonal wrench to adjust the probe head fixture 
screw.

Detector

Probe

Probe head 

Unpacking and installation of the Tablet PC

1 Unpack the Tablet PC from the package, and install the 
PC.
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Connecting the measuring machine and the 

 Important
This procedure is not necessary to wireless connect the Mea-
suring system and Tablet PC.

1 Connect the measuring machine and the Tablet PC via 

Measuring machine

USB cable

Tablet PC

USB cable 
connection part

USB cable

Connecting the measuring machine and the 
Tablet PC for power supply

1 Connect the power cable connector of the measuring 
machine to the power cable connection part.

Power cable 
connection part

Power cable 
connector

USB cable

2 Connect the power cable of the measuring machine to 
a socket.

Power cable of 
the measuring 
machine

3 Connect the Tablet PC power cable connector to the 
Tablet PC.

Tablet PC

Power cable 
connector

4 Connect the power cable of the Tablet PC to a socket.

Tablet PC 
power cable

Turning on the measuring machine power

1 Turn on the power switch of the measuring machine.
Check that the power indication lamp turns in green.

Power indication 
lampPower switch

 Important
If the Power lamp did not light up, turn the Power Supply switch 
Off and check the connection of the cable and Power Supply 
itself.
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Measurement

Calibration
The process evaluates whether it is possible to make a measurement to obtain correct 
values, and perform calibration.
The process uses the calibrator and performs calibration for the values output from the detector.

used.

Alignment Set the measurement object aligning the rotary axis center of the Measuring system.

Adjustment of center alignment between the rotation axis center of the measuring machine and the 
center of the object to be measured

Adjustment of tilt between the rotation axis center of the measuring machine and the object to be mea-
sured

Adjustment of center alignment and tilt between the rotation axis center of the measuring machine and 
the center of the object to be measured

 Important
If you measured the object without aligning it to the Measuring 
system rotary axis, an error might be included in the measure-
ment result data. Larger misalignment causes worse error.

Measurement In this procedure, the measurement condition, number of cross sections, and analysis condition can be 

Upon completion of the measurement, the measurement data and analysis data are registered in the slit.

Display change
The display method of documents can be changed.

Print
A document is printed.
Documents can be printed on demand.

Save

data, analysis result data, and conditions.

Measurement

Flow of measurement

A series of the measurement operation is described as follows.
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Centering

Align the rotary axis center of the Measuring system with the center of 
the measurement object. Implement before measurement.

1 -

Object to be measured

Rotating table

2
Make an adjustment so that the gap between the object to be 
measured and the probe becomes approximately 2 mm.

2 mm

X-axis transfer knob

3

4
-

sured and the probe.
Move the object to be measured to where the gap becomes 
equal to that with the case of 0°.

5 -

and the probe.

6
-

sured and the probe.
Move the object to be measured to where the gap becomes 
equal in the case of 90°.
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Leveling

Align the tilt of the Measuring system rotary axis center with that of the 
measurement object axis center.Perform this step prior to the calibra-
tion or measurement.

1 -

Object to be measured

Rotating table

2 Loosen the detector holder fastening knob to lay down 
the detector holder and fasten the knob.

Detector holder

Detector holder 
fastening knob

3
Make an adjustment so that the gap between the object to be mea-
sured and the probe becomes approximately 2 mm.

2 mm

Z-axis transfer knob

4 -

and the probe.

5
-

sured and the probe.
Turn the leveling adjustment knob (Tx) so that the gap becomes 
equal to that with the case of 0°.

Leveling adjustment 
knob (Tx)

6
the probe.
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7
-

sured and the probe.
Turn the leveling adjustment knob (Ty) so that the gap becomes 
equal to that with the case of 90°.

Leveling adjustment 
knob (Ty)

8 -

±400 button
(range switch button)

9
Move the object to be measured so as to let the detector output 
level meter LED (middle) turn on.

Detector output level meter LED (middle)

Z-axis transfer knob

10 Turn the rotating table for a round, and check that 
the detector output level meter does not go off.

Detector output level meter

 Important
If the detector output level meter goes off, perform the steps 3 
to 7 again to make an adjustment.
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16

-
sition of 270°.

Leveling adjustment 
knob (Ty)

Upon completion of the adjustment, "OK" is displayed on the 
screen.

Tilting

Align the center and tilt of the Measuring system rotary axis center 
with the center and axis center of the measurement object.

1
rotating table.

Object to be measured

Rotating table

2
to a position 32 mm above the rotating table upper surface.

32 mm

Z-axis transfer knob

Rotating table

 Important
If the dimension of the object to be measured is 32 mm or less, 
move the tip of the probe to the position in the center of the two 
cross sections to which the tilting is performed.

3
Make an adjustment so that the gap between the object to be mea-
sured and the probe becomes approximately 2 mm.

2 mm

X-axis transfer knob

4
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5
-

sured and the probe.
Move the object to be measured to where the gap becomes 
equal to that in the case of 0°.

6
the probe.

7
-

sured and the probe.
Move the object to be measured to where the gap becomes 
equal to that in the case of 90°.

8

±400 button
(range switch button)

9
section.

Z-axis transfer knob

10
Move the probe so as to let the detector output level 
meter LED (middle) turn on.

Detector output level meter LED (middle)

X-axis transfer knob
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17
axis transfer knob to let the tip of the probe move to 

from the rotating table upper surface.

Z-axis transfer knob

18
Move it so that the LED (Center) on the Detector output level 
meter lights up.

X-axis move knob

Detector output level meter LED (middle)

19   Touch the [Next cross-section] button on the screen.
A measurement is started.

20
button.
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Analysis

Various analyses can be executed for the measured data.

Analysis item list

The following analyses can be performed by touching the "Data Pool" and selecting measurement data.

 Important
Perform measurement before analysis.
The items for analysis vary depending on the measurement data selected.

Item Content

[Roundness] The roundness of an object is calculated by measuring one round of the object.
The roundness is determined on the basis of the degree of deviation from a geometrically correct circle.

[Flatness]

[Parallelism]
the other surface as datum surface. 

[Concentricity]

Two or more circumferences sharing the same center point are rotated and measured, and the deviation amount and the thickness 
deviation from the center point are determined.

circle body with respect to the center of the datum circle.

[Coaxiality]

The coaxiality analysis includes two methods for determining the datum axis.
1.Creating datum axis on the basis of the reference circle
Three or more circumferences sharing the same center point are rotated to determine the coaxiality.
The coaxiality is determined on the basis of the degree of deviation from the datum axis straight line to the datum axis straight line 
that should be on the same straight line as the datum axis straight line.
2.Creating datum axis by the least squares method from all the center coordinates of the cross section to be measured
Three or more circumferences sharing the same center point are rotated to determine the coaxiality.
The least square straight line is determined from the center of each measurement cross section, and the coaxiality is determined by 
setting the straight line as the reference.

[Run out] Two or more circumferences are rotated and measured, and the run out of the measured circle against the datum axis is determined.

[Run out (surface 
reference)]

The measurement circle is determined for the datum axis of the same inclination as the reference surface and passing through the 
center of the reference surface.

[Run out (axial 
direction)]

surface perpendicular to the axis is determined.
-

line.

[Squareness (axis 
reference)]

vertical to the axis is determined.
-

[Squareness (sur-
face reference)]

-
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Using side-tab function

Here explains the function and how to use the side tab (layout/menu/data pool/smart tool) at the right end of the screen.

Layout tab function

Touching the "Layout" tab displays a page area.

Menu tab function

Outline

The "Menu" tab includes the following functions.

Item Content

File File related operations such as creating new 
document and page setting are performed.

Edit Edit related operations such as copying and 
pasting are performed.

Display
Display related operations such as changing 

performed.

Insertion

Analysis process Analysis related operations are performed.

Display item The result frame such as 3D display and 
power spectrum is registered in the slit.

Drawing element -
date date are displayed.

Frame operation Operations such as frame display order and 
frame layout are performed.

Page The insertion of a vacant page and the edit of 
master page are performed.

Tool The general setting and the system setting 
are performed.

Window The measurement and calibration for round-
ness are performed.

Help "ACCTee" help is displayed.
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Using side-tab function

Data pool tab function

Outline

On the [Data table] tab, it is applicable to implement settings such as the reanalysis of measured data and recording of various evaluations of 

  

Selecting the measurement data/
import data/processed data

Selecting the analysis data

Selecting the measurement data/import data/processed data:

Item Content

[Roundness] Refer to the "Analysis Item List"(37 page). 

[Flatness]

[Parallelism]

[Concentricity]

[Coaxiality]

[Run out]

[Run out (surface reference)]

[Run out (axial direction)]

[Squareness (axis reference)]

[Squareness (surface reference)]

[Analysis data] Analysis data can be prepared by setting analysis data as analysis condition.

[Data shift] The measurement position and the phase of the measurement data can be shifted.

Selecting the analysis data:

Item Content

[2D display] The analysis data is registered in 2D display.

[3D display] The analysis data is registered in 3D display.

[Linear deployment display.] Linear deployment display is registered.

[Parameter] Parameter is registered.

[Power spectrum] Power Spectrum is registered.

[BAC/ADC Graph] BAC/ADC Graph is registered

[Fourier table] Fourier table is registered.

[Data information] Data information is registered.
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Item Content

(curve style)

(reference circle style)
-

circle

(notch style)

(parameter style)

Display/non-display, font, and color of the parameter possible to display in the display item are spec-

-
surement direction

(background color)

(graph background color)

(scale color)

(parameter judgment condition) The pass or fail of the parameter is determined.
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Appendix

Error list

Display message Handling method

The Detector touches the object 
too much.

Eliminate the collision and press the emergency stop release button on the measuring machine. This phe-
nomenon occurs only when the rotation operation is in process.

Air pressure drop occurred. Check that the air pressure is not reduced, and if there is no problem, press the emergency stop release 
button on the measuring machine.

Motor overcurrent Press the emergency stop release button on the measuring machine.

Communication was cut off.

If the communication does not recover automatically, turn off the measuring machine power, turn it on 
again, and check the communication lamp (blue) turning on.
If the communication lamp (blue) turns on, touch the initial operation button on the screen.
If the communication lamp (blue) does not turn on, turn off the measuring machine, terminate the "ACCT-
ee", and turn the measuring machine power on again.

Time-out Even if the communication lamp (blue) is turned on, this phenomenon occurs when the command retry 
cannot be completed because of unstable communication condition. Check the communication condition.

EMO button was pressed. Turn the EMO button to cancel and press the EMO cancel button of the Measuring system.

Servo is not recovered state. Press the EMO cancel button of the Measuring system.
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Appendix

If malfunction is suspected

<TOSEI ENGINEERING CORP.>

TEL: +81-29-830-1888  FAX: +81-29-830-1881

TEL: +81-23-625-3957  FAX: +81-23-625-4129

TEL: +81-276-48-5221  FAX: +81-276-48-5223

TEL: +81-44-978-1122  FAX: +81-44-978-1123

TEL: +81-46-229-2448  FAX: +81-46-229-7033

TEL: +81-266-21-1089

TEL: +81-53-460-9260  FAX: +81-53-460-92 

TEL: +81-561-32-3601  FAX: +81-561-34-2744

TEL: +81-76-422-6401  FAX: +81-76-422-6402

TEL: +81-77-583-3510  FAX: +81-77-583-3610

TEL: +81-6-6821-0231  FAX: +81-6-6821-0230

TEL: +81-82-291-8501  FAX: +81-82-292-2218

TEL: +81-92-713-2155  FAX: +81-92-713-2156

TEL: +81-96-383-2788  FAX: +81-96-383-2786





Manufactured and sold by: TOKYO SEIMITSU CO.,LTD

Customer Support
When you cannot understand how to use RONDCOM, you want to know more advanced features, etc:
Contact a nearby showroom of TOKYO SEIMITSU CO., LTD.

TEL: +81-29-831-6899 (Only for inquiry)
TEL: +81-29-831-1234 (Main)
FAX: +81-29-831-6623

Our receptionist answers the phone. Tell the receptionist that you are calling to know how to use RONDCOM.

TEL: +81-561-32-8501
FAX: +81-561-32-8618

TEL: +81-6-6821-0221
FAX: +81-6-6821-0210

-
-

aged and controlled, and will never be provided nor disclosed to any third party without con-
sent of the customers.








